
LifetimeSERVICE is a self-service 

platform that puts your policyholders in 

charge of their life insurance, easily and 

intuitively, allowing you to configure the 

experience you want your policyholder to 

have, including branding, layouts, 

workflows, and policy data. It's a 

complete self-service suite, available on 

web browsers and native mobile apps, 

that puts all your policyholders 

information at their fingertips.

LifetimeACQUIRE is a configurable eApp 

that allows potential policyholders to 

research, quote, apply and buy your 

products. It powers direct-to-consumer, 

call center and advisor sales with 

easy-to-use features like accelerated 

underwriting capability and automated 

processes. With LifetimeACQUIRE’s low 

code functionality, configuring questions, 

workflows and UI elements are simple, 

and non-technical so that any carrier can 

continually drive sales.

LifetimeENGAGE fosters a lifelong 

relationship between you and your 

policyholders by driving awareness, 

loyalty and sales without adding cost. 

Gather real-time data through surveys 

and polls, educate your policyholders 

about important financial wellness 

considerations and encourage healthy life 

choices. LifetimeENGAGE is all about 

reaching out with the right message at 

the right time.

Insurers We Work With:

®

Lifetime™: ACQUIRE, SERVICE, and ENGAGE 
with one platform.

Sureify’s Lifetime platform is a completely modular SaaS 

solution for the life insurance and annuity industry that 

helps carriers AQUIRE, SERVICE, and ENGAGE their 

customers with one enterprise platform.

 more responses
to lapse notices
than traditional
mailer notices

 point increase in 
Net Promoter Score

5X 300% +30
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What our customers are saying

My Principal Lifestyle, powered by Sureify, has been an 

opportunity for us to support our customers’ personal 

paths to physical and financial wellness today while 

providing protection for their loved ones tomorrow. 

The mobile app provides customers with an incentive to 

brush up on personal finance topics through education, 

as well as improve their physical health through 

challenges and personal goals.

Greg Linde
Senior Vice President, Principal Individual Life

The Lifetime guarantee

We found in Sureify a great partner to help us launch 

Velocity, a digital life sales process, in three different 

contexts: direct-to-consumer, for our bank agents, and 

in our call center. This was a major step for our business 

and we have been impressed by Sureify's execution and 

ability to handle the complexities involved. We're 

excited to now expand our use of Lifetime to the 

servicing and engagement capabilities. 

Scott Smith
President & Chief Operating Officer, Vantis

®

Gradual integrations
We can implement Lifetime with 

minimal or no integrations. When it 

makes sense to ramp up integrations 

with your existing systems, we’ll 

work with you to do so.

Partnership mentality
We are not in the business of just 

dropping off code. While Lifetime is 

a SaaS-based platform, we treat our 

clients as partners, which means 

tailoring our platform to each 

client’s particular needs.

Fast implementations
We know the pain of waiting around for 

product implementations. Once you 

decide to try Lifetime, we hit the 

ground running and make the time 

from contract to implementation 

unusually quick.

Modular
Not all carriers are ready to take on all 

three Lifetime products. That’s why 

each is sold separately, and each can 

be implemented gradually.
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